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A case for protecting the environment
We design ITSKINS cases to offer extreme protection for everyone. We were the first to make Certified Drop
Protection affordable and uncompromising. That’s why our cases are used by extreme sports professionals,
enthusiasts, and you. We’re a brand of firsts.
We made the first cases to incorporate antimicrobial technology. We were the first case brand to have its own
factory. We were the first case brand to build its own recycling facilities. Leadership comes naturally when you
have a clear vision to pursue.
Our vision is protection
In forests, mountains, deserts, and cities - ITSKINS is there, protecting your devices. We strive to extend that
protection to the whole planet. We want our children, and their children, to experience the same thrills of
discovering nature and pushing their limits.
Striving for zero impact and zero waste
You can protect the planet by creating zero impact and zero waste. Everything we do is to that end. We have
implemented sustainable technologies. We embrace sustainable practices. We do this better than other case
brands because we own our manufacturing facility, giving us complete control.
We control everything that comes into the ITSKINS ecosystem, everything that happens inside of it, and
everything that ships out. Our sustainability begins with quality and proprietary raw materials, often natural
and recycled. It continues with providing the best conditions we can for our people on the production floor.
And it ends with us always working towards zero waste.
This is why we installed specialised machinery in order to enable in-house recycling, allowing for a giant leap
forward in waste reduction
.
Our goal
The best protection for your device and the planet. Sustainable cases in sustainable packaging. Every day we
get closer. This drive, this focus on sustainability, is ingrained in our values. We do the right thing for the sake
of doing the right thing, not because it is required.

ANTIMICROBIAL ACTIVE 24 / 7
ITSKINS protective cases are made from IMPACTHANE, our custom high-performance
antimicrobial polymer. Blending our technology with the latest scientific advancements,
we not only protect your phone from everyday shocks and extreme impacts, but we also
help keep your phone microbe-free.

PROTECTS OUR PHONE IN MORE WAYS THAN YOU REALISE

UNPROTECTED
CASES

IMPACTHANE PROTECTED
AFTER 5 MINS

UP TO 60%

MICROBES KILLED

IMPACTHANE PROTECTED
AFTER 2 HOURS

UP
TO 99.99%
MICROBES KILLED

When ITSKINS was designing IMPACTHANE, we didn't just stop at Drop Protection. Not only do we
protect your phone, we help protect you. IMPACTHANE is infused with nanoparticles that are invisible
to the naked eye, but fatal to microbes.
Our ion anti-microbial technology works at a cellular level to continually disrupt the growth and
reproduction of micro-organisms. This creates a multi-point attack, damaging the protein, cell membrane,
DNA and internal systems of bacteria, mold, yeast, algae and many common viruses.

ADVANCED IMPACT
PROTECTION
ABSORBS AND DISPERSES
MULTI-G SHOCKS
We further enhanced IMPACTHANE
by molding it into our patented HEXO-TEK 2.0
Honeycomb Air Cushion structure which delivers unmatched
drop protection within a Super Slim profile.

THE FIRST LAYER
THE SECOND LAYER

OUR ULTIMATE SHOCK
ABSORPTION TECHNOLOGY
Introducing our new HEXOTEK 2.0 Technology. After more than 2 years of
development, we have succeeded in making our shock absorbing technology
slimmer and twice as effective. Our honeycomb shock absorbing technology
is now dual layer for the most effective shock protection on the market.

THE FIRST LAYER
OF RESISTANCE

ADDING RESISTANCE
ON IMPACT
WITH THE SECOND LAYER

OUR ULTIMATE
TECHNOLOGY HEXOTEK
Using air as a mattress to absorb the shocks, the honeycomb - design micro air
pockets now have an extra layer that enables a 2 Step resistance against
Kinetic energy generated if you drop your phone.

LEVEL 02 // ANTI SHOCK

3 METER / 10 FEET CERTIFIED

Clear as our Determination, Slim as our Odds. Tough as we are.

IMPACTHANE Custom polymer moulded with HEXO-TEK™ XTRA
Pocket Technology, Super Slim, High Performance with
military-grade Drop Protection.

ANTIMICROBIAL // SMART POLYMER

IMPACTHANE built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes by up to 99.99%.

STAY CLEAR // LONGER
Custom Anti-Yellowing TPU Polymer offers Military Grade shock
absorption with a Slim profile.

ADVANCED // RAISED EDGES

Signature lip designed to protect your device and camera
lens from flat falls.

ULTRA RESPONSIVE // BUTTONS

Enhanced buttons with Crisp, Tactile Reactivity.

AIRPOCKET // TECHNOLOGY

Air Pocketed Crowns & Edges absorb and disperse shock on impact
transferring energy away from your device.

XTRA

ANTISHOCK

Two enhanced layers of our
patented hex-tube shock
dispersal micro-structure for
advanced device protection

IMPACTHANE built-in microbial
defense protect from many common
germs and reduces microbes by
up to 99.99%*

SPECTRUM // CLEAR
SPECTRUM // CLEAR powerfully safeguards your phone with intelligent Drop
Safe Protection. Impacts are absorbed, dissipated are repelled by Air Cushion
technology used along the sides, crowns and the 4 corners of the Spectrum case.

Available For /
Find X3 Neo, Find X3 Lite, Find X3 Pro
A15, A54, A74, A94

